
Here is a link with some examples and instructions 
3. Sample of Pecha Kucha Presentation - Bing video 

 

ABOUT PECHA KUCHA 
PechaKucha (Japanese for “chit chat”) is the world’s fastest-growing storytelling 

platform, used by millions around the globe. 
 

PechaKucha is what “Show and Tell” always dreamed of becoming.  
 

20 slides. 20 seconds of commentary per slide. That’s it. Simple. 
Engaging. Spurring authentic connections. 

 
PechaKucha is the ideal tool to share passions and drop some knowledge. 

Global innovators use the PechaKucha platform to create powerful, visually-
compelling stories that move audiences in less than 7 minutes.  

Where People Use PechaKucha: 
PechaKucha Nights. People share hilarious, heartwarming, tear-jerking 
PechaKucha presentations at brick & mortar venues around the world. And when we 
say people -- we really mean anyone with something to say can present. No 
professional public speakers here. Audiences at PK Nights range from 50 to 5,000.  
 
PechaKucha for Business. Companies around the world use PechaKucha as a 
simple and nimble way to inform and spark co-worker connectivity. Whether it be 
onboarding new employees, explaining a complicated company project, or to share 
company happenings -- PechaKucha helps businesses keep talking at a minimum 
and employee engagement at a maximum. 
 
PechaKucha for Schools. PechaKucha is used in grades K - College as a learning 
tool for both educators and students. The 20X20 format enriches any subject 
material and makes presentations more engaging. Digital-native learners enjoy the 
simplicity and directness PechaKucha brings to their education.  
 

Creative. Connective. Authentic. Memorable. FUN! 

PechaKucha Origins 
PechaKucha began because, well, because people talk too much! 
 
In 2003, yearning for “More show. Less tell,” architects Astrid Klein and Mark 
Dytham of Tokyo’s Klein Dytham architecture invented PechaKucha. The initial 
purpose: to streamline long design presentations. Sessions soon morphed into 
happenings: PechaKucha Nights -- first in Tokyo, then around the world. Today, 
more than 50,000 people present at 1,100+ global PechaKucha Nights every year. 
And the number keeps exploding. Today schools and business use PechaKucha to 
creatively and effectively engage students and employees on a range of subject 
matters. 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Pecha+Kucha+Example+Slides+-+Bing+video&ru=%2fsearch%3fq%3dPecha%2bKucha%2bExample%2bSlides%2b-%2bBing%2bvideo%26form%3dANNTH1%26refig%3d0f7b745e6d2d4063831555d80731eacb&mmscn=vwrc&view=detail&mid=27652DE6E003DB6DCD5D27652DE6E003DB6DCD5D&rvsmid=401F2BF38494D470B17F401F2BF38494D470B17F&FORM=VDQVAP
https://www.pechakucha.com/events
https://go.pechakucha.com/for-businesses?__hstc=87704089.0887ff672c4bcbdaf254aaf17353c48e.1623698401189.1623698401189.1623698401189.1&__hssc=87704089.2.1623698401191&__hsfp=4191539188
https://go.pechakucha.com/for-schools?__hstc=87704089.0887ff672c4bcbdaf254aaf17353c48e.1623698401189.1623698401189.1623698401189.1&__hssc=87704089.2.1623698401191&__hsfp=4191539188
http://klein-dytham.com/

